Correlation of tumor growth index with early treatment response in cervical carcinoma.
Despite the recent progress in the management of cervical carcinoma, treatment failure is quite common and therefore it is necessary to identify predicting factors for tumor response. It is known that both cell proliferation and apoptosis determine the tumor growth index (TGI) which reflects the overall contribution of gene defects. Here we explored whether the TGI index could be a better predictor of response in comparison to cell proliferation or apoptosis as separate phenomena. Twenty-five patients with cervical carcinoma treated with radiation alone or neoadjuvant chemotherapy plus surgery were analyzed. Cell proliferation and apoptosis determined by PCNA immunohistochemical expression and tumor nucleosomes by ELISA, respectively, were used to calculate the TGI, which was analyzed with regard to early tumor response. Our results show that most patients with a negative TGI had early response suggesting increased tumor sensitivity(p = 0.0186). On the other hand, patients with a positive TGI were more resistant to treatment. TGI was not related to age, clinical stage or tumor size. In conclusion, the results of this study show that the determination of the TGI, but no cell proliferation or apoptosis, as separate events, is able to predict an early treatment response to either radiation or chemotherapy in cervical carcinoma.